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Because of high strength and stiffness to low self-weight ratio and ease of field installation, fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composite
materials are gaining popularity as the materials of choice to replace deteriorated concrete bridge decks. FRP bridge deck systems
with lower damping compared to conventional bridge decks can lead to higher amplitudes of vibration causing dynamically active
bridge deck leading serviceability problems.The FRP bridge models with different bridge configurations and loading patterns were
simulated using finite element method. The dynamic response results under varying FRP deck system parameters were discussed
and compared with standard specifications of bridge deck designs under dynamic loads. In addition, the dynamic load allowance
equation as a function of natural frequency, span length, and vehicle speed was proposed in this study. The proposed dynamic
load allowance related to the first flexural frequency was presented herein. The upper and lower bounds’ limits were established to
provide design guidance in selecting suitable dynamic load allowance for FRP bridge systems.

1. Introduction

Fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites have increasingly
been accepted for use in civil and military infrastructure
systems. In general, fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) compos-
ites are a combination of fiber reinforcement and polymer
matrix. Normally, FRP composites also contain fillers and
additives to modify and enhance material properties. Com-
pared to conventional construction materials such as steel
and concrete, FRP composite materials have high specific
ratios of stiffness and strength per unit self-weight in addition
to excellent corrosion resistance leading to longer service
life. Over the past half-century numerous applications in
many diverse fields such as aerospace, aircraft, marine and
offshore, mechanical industries, renewable energy harvesting
application, sport, medical applications and automotive (e.g.,
utility poles for electrical and communication utility, rapidly
deployable housing, pipeline for sewage and sea-water appli-
cations, FRP turbine blades for wind energy, cold water pipe

for ocean thermal energy conversion, and chimneys/flues
in harsh environmental applications) have been noted [1].
However, many applications in infrastructure have been
launched since the 1990s. FRP composite materials with
various shapes are being used to strengthen and even retrofit
structuralmembers. One of themost attractive applications is
to replace old deteriorated conventional concrete bridge deck
with lightweight FRP deck system. Currently, modern bridge
designs to upgrade or even in new bridge construction, with
lighter FRP composite structural members are being used for
longer span and heavier vehicles. Thus, dynamic response
becomes one of the most important issues concerning the
design and installation of FRP bridges. In general, the
dynamic response under moving loads can induce higher
structural responses on FRP bridge decks than in static
response conditions. Previous studies [2–4] on FRP bridges
under dynamic loads have been limited. From experimental
field testing, the dynamic responses of three FRP bridges in
West Virginia, United States of America, were evaluated for
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Table 1: Mechanical properties of laminates for ProDeck4 and ProDeck8.

FRP deck Laminate 𝐸
11
(104MPa) 𝐸

22
(104MPa) 𝐺

12
(104MPa) ]

12
Tensile strength (MPa)

ProDeck4
CDBM 3415 3.84 0.94 0.47 0.27 350
DDBM 4015 3.88 0.95 0.46 0.28 330

Roving 4.24 1.04 0.25 0.28 —

ProDeck8
CDBM 3415 3.38 0.58 0.24 0.26 350
CDB 400 3.59 0.61 0.29 0.26 310
Roving 3.45 0.59 0.24 0.26 —

natural frequency, damping, and dynamic load allowance.
The measured dynamic load allowances were found to be as
high as 0.93 when compared with the typical design value
of 0.33 [2]. The dynamic study on FRP bridges also showed
that the sectional configuration of bridge decks has seriously
accentuated the superstructure dynamic responses when
compared with conventional bridges [3]. Earlier researchers
have established that the dynamic response of FRP bridge
system is most sensitive to vehicle speed and types with
observed dynamic load allowance of 0.71 [4]. From extensive
review, it is also found that most dynamic load allowance
equations provided in bridge design standards [5–16] are
applicable to conventional bridges, but not for FRP bridge
deck stiffened superstructure systems.

The objective of this study is to investigate the dynamic
response such as natural frequencies and dynamic load
allowances for design purposes. The influences of bridge
geometry, vehicle speed, and positions on the dynamic
response are also evaluated herein. Asmentioned above, there
is little progress in the dynamic responses on FRP deck-
stringer bridge systems. The present study is expected to fill
the gap partially and to analyze and design FRP bridge deck
stiffened superstructural systems by conducting the above-
mentioned parametric study. Since the field study of dynamic
behavior of FRP bridge deck systems is expensive and time
consuming, the parametric study as a function of bridge deck
type and vehicle parameters has been carried out using finite
element analysis.

2. Multi-Cellular FRP Bridge Decks

In this study, two different FRP bridge decks, commercially
known as ProDeck4 and ProDeck8, were modeled for their
dynamic responses.Their structural performance and design
issues were comprehensively evaluated [17–19]. The dynamic
response in this study is presented as a sequel to static
response of the two FRP bridge decks. Both ProDeck4 and
ProDeck8 are developed to sustain AASHTO (American
Association of State Highway and Transportation) HS25
truck load.

These FRP decks are produced by pultrusion method. In
general, the predominant fibers in applications of structural
members are glass, carbon, and organic fiberwith a thermoset
resin used for the pultrusion process. However, glass fibers
(particularly E glass fibers) combined with polyester or vinyl
ester resins become the most common uses for FRP bridge
decks. The multicellular shaped low-profile FRP ProDeck4 is

made of E-glass fiber and vinyl ester resin. Fiber architectures
of ProDeck4 were designed with three main laminates as
(1) warp triaxial fabrics (combined with glass mat) known
as CDBM 3415 (0∘/45∘/−45∘/CSM); (2) weft triaxial fabrics
(combined with glass mat) known as DDBM 4015 (mul-
tidirectional fabric laminate (45∘/90∘/−45∘/CSM)); and (3)
continuous strand rovings. CDBM and DDBM laminates
are a stitch bonded composite fabric combining double
bias (45∘/−45∘) piles with warp (0∘) or (90∘) into a single
multidirectional fabric for CDBM or DDBM, respectively.
Also, each laminate fabric is combined with a continuous
glass mat for enhancing thermomechanical properties.

Similarly, three different laminates of ProDeck8 are (1)
CDBM 3415 (multidirectional fabric laminate with orienta-
tion and stacking sequence (0∘/45∘/−45∘/CSM)); (2) biaxial
fabrics known as CD400 (bidirectional fabric laminate of
45∘/−45∘); and (3) continuous strand roving. ProDeck8mod-
ule has a rectangular cross section with a diagonal stiffener.
Both ProDeck 4 and ProDeck8 have fiber volume fraction of
approximately 50 percent. The laminated fabrics of both FRP
bridge decks continue from the flange to web and then again
to the flange. The high elongation polymer used for both
FRP decks was vinylester resin. Typically, FRP composite
materials exhibit thermomechanical properties of varying
magnitudes in different directions. Thus, the component
stiffness of FRP deck modules can be determined using
the interaction properties of constitutive materials in each
composite layer. The mechanical properties of FRP deck
modules to model ProDeck4 and ProDeck8 deck systems are
given in Table 1. In addition, fiber architecture and laminate
stacking sequence of both FRP deck modules are presented
in Figure 1.

3. Bridge Configurations

In this study, two-lane FRP decks and steel stringer bridges
were modeled to perform the dynamic responses of the
superstructure system. Multicellular FRP decks (ProDeck4
and ProDeck8) and H-shape wide flange steel stringers were
assembled together for all bridge superstructure models. The
width of the bridgemodels was chosen to be a constant 9.50m
in width for two traffic lanes. Two different span lengths (12
and 18m) of single span bridge systems were selected with
steel wide flange stringer size of W36 × 150. The various steel
stringer spacings were considered to be 1.22, 1.83, and 2.24m
for modeling with 7, 5, and 4 steel stringers, respectively, with
typical arrangement as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Fiber architecture and stacking sequence.

4. Loading Patterns

In general, the dynamic response of bridge superstructure
models depends onmany factors, including vehicular loading
patterns, bridge configurations, road surface conditions, and
vehicle speeds.Three different dynamic loading patterns were
simulated as follows:

Loading pattern 1 (Case A): a single truck travels
along the bridge span.

Loading pattern 2 (Case B): two trucks travel along
the span in the same direction.
Loading pattern 3 (Case C): two trucks travel along
the span in the opposite direction.

To evaluate maximum dynamic deflection and observe crit-
ical vehicle speed, the truck loading speed is varied between
20 km/hr and 100 km/hr with an interval 20 km/hr. The
AASHTO HS25 trucks were selected to simulate the design
truck loading conditions. In addition, there are six different
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Table 2: Bridge model parameters.

Bridge model Parameters
Deck type Bridge length Traffic direction∗ Speed (km/hr) Number of stringers 𝑊total (m) 𝑊traffic (m) 𝑆 (m) 𝑑 (m)

G7
P4, P8 12, 18m ↑, ↑↑, and ↑↓ 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100

7 (𝑊36 × 150)
10.10 9.14

1.22 0.91
G5 5 (𝑊36 × 150) 1.83 0.91
G4 4 (𝑊36 × 150) 2.24 1.21
Note. ∗Traffic direction: ↑ a single truck travels along the bridge span, ↑↑ two trucks travel along the span in the same direction, and ↑↓ two trucks travel along
the span in the opposite direction. P4 = ProDeck4, P8 = ProDeck8.

d d

t (deck height)
FRP deck

Wtotal (total width) = 10.10m

s (spacing) s (spacing)

Wtraffic (traffic lane width) = 9.14m

Figure 2: Typical bridge model configuration.

bridge geometry models evaluated with three (truck) loading
patterns. For loading pattern 1 (1-truck loading), three loading
positions are follows: (1) left wheel is placed directly over
the centerline of the exterior stringer (A-1); (2) left wheel is
placed directly over the centerline of the first interior stringer
(A-2); and (3) truck loading is placed on the middle of the
traffic width (A-3). The two truck loadings (loading patterns
2 and 3) consisted of the same loading positions as case of one
truck loading; that is, (4) left wheel of the left truck is placed
directly located on the centerline of the exterior stringer (B-
1, C-1), (5) left wheel of the left truck is placed directly over
the centerline of the first interior stringer (B-2, C-2); and (6)
center line between both trucks corresponds to the center line
of the trafficwidth (B-3, C-3). Totally, nine subcases of (truck)
loading conditions were investigated for each bridge model.
All bridge models and design truck loading conditions are
demonstrated and summarized in Table 2 and Figure 3.

5. Finite Element Modeling

A general purpose finite element modeling and analysis
package,ANSYS [20], with a pre- and postprocessor program
was employed herein for dynamic analysis of FRP bridge deck
system. Bridge superstructure geometry, nodes, elements,
and elementmeshes were automatically generated byANSYS.
Generally, the truck loading conditions are well below the
critical stress leading to nonlinear geometry and material
behavior of bridge system models [21]. Thus, the finite
elementmodels based on linear elastic analysis are adopted in
this parametric study.The load-deflection response of a single
ProDeck4 module is presented in the Appendix. ProDeck4
and ProDeck8 are modeled using orthotropic laminated shell
elements (SHELL93 [20]). Eight-node SHELL93 element had
six degrees of freedom at each node (translations in the nodal
𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 directions and rotations about the nodal 𝑥-, 𝑦-
, and 𝑧-axes). FRP deck models are assembled using two
main components as (1) flange and (2) web portions. The

material properties of FRP deck models are shown in Table 1.
The fiber orientation in each layer of a laminate is followed
by the fiber architecture as shown in Figure 1. The web
and flange steel stringer are modeled using the quadrilateral
isotropic shell elements. A bilinear stress and strain relation
of Grade 36 steel with elastic modulus of 200GPa is used for
steel stringers. All parts of the finite element FRP deck and
steel stringer models are bonded together. The interaction at
the FRP deck and stringer interfaces is modeled as having
100% structural composite and noncomposite actions in all
FRP bridge deck system models. For 100% compositeness,
the interface between FRP deck and steel stringer model
is completely connected; thus, 100% structural composite
action at the model interface is attained. In order to develop
noncomposite behavior, the interface or link elements are
introduced between FRP bridge deck and steel stringers as
shown in Figure 4. The high vertical stiffness compared with
in-plane transverse stiffness of the interface or link element
can be used for this purpose. The boundary conditions were
assigned to be roller type (constrained in bridge 𝑥 and 𝑧
directions) and pinned (constrained in bridge 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧
directions) at the end of steel stringers. The finite element
models of FRP bridge decks with steel stringers developed
following the above principles were made to investigate the
dynamic responses under HS-25 truck loading conditions.

Structural damping in superstructure models includes
material and structural damping. In general, most of the steel
wide flange stringer bridges inherently have little variation
in damping, especially if the deck is made of concrete. Thus,
damping is not amain parameter to control the responses of a
bridge [22]. However, accurate damping is needed for struc-
tural evaluation of accurate dynamic responses. It is found
that low self-weight and low damping (0.5% from field data
and previous studies [2, 3, 23]) can lead to excessive vibration
of an FRP deck-steel stringer bridge. Therefore, the damping
ratio of 0.5% was also employed in this parametric study.
For dynamic truck loading simulation, AASHTO HS25 (see
Figure 5) that resembles a semitrailer truck was selected for a
vehicular load. The front axle is 44 kN, positioned 4300mm
behind the drive axle that is 178 kN, and the rear trailer axle
is also 178 kN and is located at a distance of 4300mm. To
simulate a moving truck, subroutine programs of the load
step method were imposed on the finite element program
package. In this method, truck axles on a bridge model will
move forward with a constant distance for each stepping-
time increment as demonstrated in Figure 6. The number
of discrete time instants depends on length of bridge span.
To incorporate bridge surface roughness, the power spectral
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Figure 3: Summary of bridge models and design truck loading conditions.
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Table 3: Comparison between finite element and experimental results for FRP deck systems.

Method Load case Applied load (kN) Average max. Deflection (cm) Relative deflection (cm)
Stringer FRP deck

Experimental
Case 1 

89.0 0.170 1.199 1.029
Finite element 0.067 1.078 1.011
Experimental

Case 2 
89.0 0.106 0.146 0.040

Finite element 0.079 0.117 0.038
Experimental

Case 3 
177.9 0.170 0.516 0.346

Finite element 0.115 0.445 0.330

Couples link

Figure 4: Link between deck and steel.

density function (PSD) was used for this purpose [24], since
the bridge surface profiles are simply assumed to be random.
In this study, the bridge surface roughness for good surface
condition with roughness coefficient of 15(10−6)m3/cycle was
simulated using gap elements to interconnect with shell
elements of FRP bridge models.

6. Verification of Finite Element Models

In this section, finite element bridge models were validated
and calibrated through the experimental data [25, 26]. Finite
element bridge models were further verified by FRP deck-
stringer bridge system under AASHTO HS25 truck load
and experimental modal analysis. The static load results
and frequencies obtained from laboratory experiments were
compared with the analytical results. For static load results,
two different FRP deck-steel stringer systems were conducted
under static wheel loads as follows: (1) FRP bridge deck
was simply placed on two stringers with 3450mm spacing
and (2) FRP bridge deck was positioned on three stringers
with equal spacing of 1730mm.Three different loading cases
were performed to validate structural responses. Based on
this study, the relative deflection of FRP deck systems was
in agreement with the finite element results as shown in
Table 3. The finite element results showed that the maximum
differences in the relative deflection response comparingwith
the experimental results [25, 26] were less than 5 percent.
It is obvious that the structural stiffness of FRP bridge deck

89kN 89kN

89kN89kN

22kN

22kN

178kN44kN

4.3m 4.3m

178kN

Figure 5: AASHTO HS25 semitrailer truck.

system decreases with increases in stringer spacing, that is,
fewer stringers. It was observed that the relative deflection
of loading Case 1 was higher than the deflection limit 0.2%
of stringer spacing (center to center). The warping and
lateral torsional effects of steel stringers are attributed to high
stresses and strains in the FRP deck flange, that is, global
stiffness reduction of the FRP deck system.

For modal analysis, bridge deck finite element models
were evaluated using block Lanczos method.The frequencies
and mode shapes obtained from finite element results are
summarized and compared with the experimental results
[25, 26] as shown in Figure 7.The finite element mode shapes
and modal ordering were in agreement with the modes
from the experimental data and the modal analysis. The
percent difference between finite element and experimental
results was ranged from 2 to 6 percent for FRP ProDeck8
bridge models and from 5 to 20 percent for FRP ProDeck4
bridge models. For ProDeck4 bridge models, a consistent
difference may indicate an error in material properties such
as inaccuracy in the data (e.g., material density) in the
finite element model. It was observed that torsional mode
was found to be the first mode shape in both the finite
element and experimental results as the dominant mode.
The lowest frequency of finite element first mode correlated
with the lower torsional stiffness of FRP deck models. The
material data using finite elementmodels were obtained from
the individual deck modules, and the plate action of FRP
deck system was not accounted for in this finite element
analysis.The plate action in FRP deck system under torsional
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and/or in-plane loadings is approximately about 20% higher
than an individual deck module without plate action (i.e.,
only beam effect). However, in case of an isotropic system
(conventionalmaterials), the plate actionwas about twice that
of a beam. The lower plate action in FRP composite systems
was attributed to lower Poisson’s effect in the transverse
direction compared to the longitudinal direction [19].

7. Dynamic Load Allowance (DLA)

Studying the dynamic effect of bridge models is tied to
accurate determination of dynamic load allowance (DLA).
Reviews of various design codes were reported for con-
ventional highway bridges [22, 27, 28]. Disagreement on
the dynamic load allowance results from different codes
and studies were found due to various uncertainties in
input parameters. Arguments on the dynamic load allowance

evaluation have been inconclusive particularly in FRP bridge
systems. The dynamic load allowance of FRP bridges was
evaluated using the parametric study in this study. From the
most rational approaches based on the theory of structural
dynamics, the dynamic load allowance can be defined as the
maximum instantaneous dynamic response divided by the
maximum static response developed [2]. In this definition,
both the maximum dynamic and static responses were found
in the different locations through truck loading at different
time intervals. The dynamic load allowance using deflection
and strain calculation was commonly determined as given in
the following equations, respectively:

DLA =
(𝐷
𝑑max − 𝐷𝑠max)

𝐷
𝑠max

, (1)

DLA =
(𝜀
𝑑max − 𝜀𝑠max)

𝜀
𝑠max

, (2)
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where 𝐷
𝑑max is the maximum dynamic deflection, 𝐷

𝑠max
is the maximum static deflection, 𝜀

𝑑max is the maximum
stain under the truck loading at traveling speed, 𝜀

𝑑max is
the maximum dynamic strain under the truck loading at
a specific traveling speed, and 𝜀

𝑠max is the maximum static
strain under the truck loading.

8. Parametric Study

The parameters affecting the dynamic load allowance can
be classified into two different main sources as (1) bridges
including damping, frequency, and road surface profiles
and (2) vehicles including speed, vehicle mass, damping,
and tyre conditions. In general, the major parameters such
as natural frequency, vehicle speed, bridge geometry and
stiffness, and road surface dominate the dynamic responses
of bridge models. In the following parametric study, a total
of 648 FRP deck-steel stringer bridge models (composite and
noncomposite cases)were investigated throughfinite element
simulation. The dynamic load allowance in the present
study was correlated with the previous research data [2–
16, 22, 29] obtained from fields, laboratory experiments, and
analytical methods. Four parameters as (1) stringer spacing,
(2) bridge span, (3) bridge deck, and (4) truck speed were
mainly considered under cases of truck loading and a specific
surface road condition as mentioned above. From analytical
simulation, the time history of the dynamic deflection and
strain at the midspan of the FRP bridge deck system model
P4G4L12 (refer to Table 2: ProDeck4 bridge models with 4
steel stringers of 12m span length) are presented as shown in
Figure 8.

Accounting for three different cases of trucks and posi-
tions (Cases A, B, and C as in Figure 3) on the bridgemodels,
investigations were conducted to understand variations in
dynamic load allowance factor. The results showed that only
one truck traveling over the bridge under a specific road
surface condition affects the dynamic load allowance more
than other load cases. The exterior stringer under the traffic
lane experiences the greatest responses of both deflection and
strain. Also, the dynamic load allowance provided by only
one truck loading at the midtransverse bridge span is larger
than that by the same truck at different positions. Since the

maximum static response increases with the increase in the
number of truck loadings, the maximum dynamic response
slightly increases for the same number of truck loadings. The
dynamic response results of FRP bridge models correspond
to the previous study on concrete slab bridges [22] and
Ontario Highway Bridge Design Code (OHBDC) [9]. The
dynamic load allowance introduced by OHBDC [9] was
provided as a function of the number of axles per span; that
is, lower number of axles per span gives higher dynamic load
allowance.

For the effect of vehicle speed, the vehicle speed ranging
from 20 km/hr to 100 km/hr with an interval of 20 km/hr
was simulated using the time step method. To investigate
the effect of different vehicle speed, dynamic responses at
the same truck position (see the time history of the dynamic
deflection in Figure 8) were considered for this purpose. It
was clearly observed that the absolute dynamic deflection at
the same truck loading position gradually increases with an
increase in the truck loading speeds to 60 km/hr. When the
truck speed is higher than 60 km/hr, the dynamic deflection
decreases.Therefore, the higher truck speedmay not increase
the dynamic response of the FRP bridge models. The truck
speed causing the maximum dynamic deflection at the same
truck loading position can be defined as the critical speed
or resonant speed. In our theoretical study, the critical
speed or resonant effect of moving loads on bridges [29]
is presented in terms of the fundamental frequency of the
bridge, vehicle speed, and vehicle axle spacing. Originally,
this critical speed was developed for railway bridges under
a series of moving loads. As mentioned before [29], the
critical speed is particularly applicable for short span bridges
due to multiaxle vehicular loads considered as a series of
moving loads. However, FRP bridges are significantly lighter
than conventional bridges with low self-weight and damping,
whichmay lead to excessive bridge dynamic response leading
to loss of accuracy in critical speed determination. In addi-
tion, different trucks have different critical speeds resulting
in bridge dynamic response as highest.The relations between
the dynamic load allowance and truck speeds are illustrated
in Figure 9. It was found that the truck speed of 40 km/hr and
60 km/hr results in the highest dynamic load allowance for
different bridge spans. The finite element analytical results in
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Figure 9: Relations between truck speeds and DLA.

this study were compared with the dynamic load allowance
and speed provided by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA 1995) [30]. It indicated that the trend of the dynamic
load allowance is similar to that of FHWA (1995) [30]. It
should be noted that the maximum dynamic load allowance
occurs at lower vehicle speeds when the length of FRP bridge
span increases due to an increase of bridge fundamental
frequency. From various specifications [5–16], it is seen that
the dynamic load allowance based on a bridge span length
underestimates the values for the FRP bridges by about 25%
as shown in Table 4.The dynamic load allowance and stinger
spacing relations are shown in Figure 10. The dynamic load
allowance tended to decrease as the span length of the bridge
increases while the dynamic load allowance decreased with
increase in span length.

9. Simplified Dynamic Load Allowance

From our results, better prediction of the dynamic load
allowance for FRP bridges may be accomplished by

considering several parameters as natural frequency, span
length, and vehicle speed. The dynamic load allowance
can be presented in terms of an allowance (𝛽) for initial
vibrations of vehicle coming onto the bridge and the effects
(𝛼) from a smoothly rolling mass crossing a stringer as given
in (3). Equation (3) is based on the previous study proposed
byWalker and Veletsos [31].The dynamic load allowance can
be directly determined by adding effects of initial oscillations
(𝛽) and a smoothly rollingmass crossing a beam (𝛼) together.
By using DLA data (finite element results) with bridge and
vehicle parameters, the allowance factor (𝛽) can be estimated
for simplified dynamic load allowance equation. Thus, the
upper and lower bounds dynamic load allowance can be
developed using this simplified equation with varying bridge
frequency:

DLA = 𝛽 + 𝛼 or

DLA = 𝛽 + 𝑉
(2𝐿𝑓)
,

(3)
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Table 4: Dynamic load allowance of various specifications.

Specification Dynamic load allowance Span length
12m 18m

AASHTO 1998 [5] 0.33 0.33 0.33
AASHTO 2007 [6] 50/(125 + 𝐿), 𝐿 in ft 0.30 0.27
BS5400 [7] 0.25 0.25 0.25
JRAS [8] 20/(50 + 𝐿), 𝐿 in m 0.32 0.29
OHBDC [9] 0.4 for one axle 0.40 0.40
France (modified 1989) [10] 0.8/(1 + 0.2𝐿), 𝐿 in m 0.24 0.17
DIN 1072–1987 [11] 0.4 − 0.008𝐿, 𝐿 in m 0.30 0.26
Norm NEM 1008 [13] 40/(100 + 𝐿), 𝐿 in m 0.36 0.34
Australia NAASRA 1989 [14] 50/(125 + 𝐿) ≤ 0.3, 𝐿 in ft 0.30 0.27
Switzerland SIA160 [15] 0.05 (𝐿 + 100)/(𝐿 + 10), 𝐿 in m 0.25 0.21
Korea KBDS [16] 15/(40 + 𝐿) ≤ 0.3, 𝐿 in m 0.29 0.26
Parametric study (note: results from ProDeck4 and ProDeck8 models) 0.4 (average for 12–18m)
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Figure 10: Relations between stringer spacing and DLA.

where 𝑉 is a truck speed (m/s), 𝐿 is a span length (m), and 𝑓
is the first flexural frequency (Hz).

Based on this parametric study (the first flexural fre-
quency of the finite element models is equal to 3.5Hz), the
allowance (𝛽) for initial vibrations of a vehicle onto the FRP
bridges was evaluated and suggested to be 0.30. Alternatively,
the dynamic load allowance of the FRP bridges may be
determined using 0.3 + 𝑉/(2𝐿𝑓) for the bridge length of
10–20m. For example, the relation between dynamic load
allowance and bridge span based on (3) is presented and
compared with the standard codes of practice as shown in
Figure 11.

Lack of accurate data leads to having a more conservative
dynamic load allowance value for design purposes. The
simplified dynamic load allowance using the first major
frequency of FRP bridge models was developed herein. The
results from various parameters in (3) are used to arrive
at both the upper and lower limits of the dynamic load
allowance as shown in Figure 12. These upper and lower
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Figure 11: DLA with different bridge frequency and span length.
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Figure 13: Load-deflection response of a single ProDeck4 module.

bounds were established as preliminary design guidelines.
It should be noted that the upper and lower bounds of the
dynamic load allowance are based on the dynamic response
of FRP bridge models as mentioned in this study.

10. Conclusions

The present study has aimed at investigating dynamic
responses of FRP bridge systems. A total of 648 FRP bridge
models in different bridge configurations and load patterns
were simulated using finite element analysis. The dynamic
responses of FRP bridge models with noncomposite struc-
tural action between FRP deck and a stringer are higher than
those with 100% structural composite action.The trend of the
dynamic load allowance with various vehicle speeds is similar
to that given by FHWA (1995). From standard specifications
[5–16], the dynamic load allowances may not be an accurate
representation of the field and analytical data for FRP bridge
systems.Thedynamic load allowance based on current design
specifications underestimates the values for FRP bridges by
about 25%. A more accurate prediction of the dynamic load
allowance for FRP bridges is proposed herein by accounting

for realistic input parameters such as a natural frequency,
span length, and vehicle speed. The dynamic load allowance
equation in terms of an allowance (𝛽) for initial vibrations
of vehicle and the factor (𝛼) about a smoothly rolling mass
was developed. The simplified dynamic load allowance using
the first major frequency was established. Both the upper and
lower bounds of the dynamic load allowance are suggested as
a design guidance for FRP bridges with span length ranging
from 10 to 20m.

Appendix

Component level: load and deflection response of a single
ProDeck4 module is presented (see Figure 13).
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